Abstract-Focusing on the issues of lacking of semantic description on image identification and methods of mapping from low-level semantics to high-level semantics, this paper describes the experiments of identification of image semantic information by using LDA model, which can achieve the mapping from image visual feature to high-level semantics, and experiments on the data sets of Corel 5k and Corel 30k. The experiments test and verify that LDA model performs a good stability on identification of image semantic information, and advantageous on dimension accuracy and recall rate, which provide a new solution and an embodiment of the identifying of image semantics intelligently and automatically.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image mining (IM) is an interdisciplinary research subject which achieves automatically the content and mode of implied image from a large number of images. It doesn't apply the technology of data mining to the field of image comprehension simply, but concentrates the technology of data mining; image management, computer visual, image retrieval, machine learning, pattern recognition database and artificial intelligence on realize the analysis and comprehension on image contents. The basic task of image mining is achieving the top image space objects and the correlations among them efficiently to collect implied information of image sequences [1] [2] . Nowadays, the information technology develops rapidly. With the progress of digital imaging, internet and data storage, normal people are able to communicate and express themselves with others by sharing images, videos and other online multimedia. Digital images from all kinds of information source increase everyday. The issue on how to manage, visit, store and retrieve the image information becomes important in recent years. The image retrieval based on semantics proves to be an efficient method. It uses technologies of feature extraction and high-dimensional indexing to retrieve images and makes good progress [3] . However, because of the semantic gap between visual feature and human perception, this method of retrieval is not that ideal. For achieving semantically related retrieval results and avoiding the issues of large workload and strong subjectivity of manual marking, automatically marking and semantic learning technology becomes the key challenging issue [4] [5] [6] . The method in this article regards images and texts as peer-to-peer data, and attempts to figure out the combination by using the way of non-supervision. This method transforms the semantic learning issue to the statistical reasoning issue in probabilistic graphical model via simultaneous distribution between estimate features and key words. From the aspect of graphical representation, the existing automatic tagging model can be divided into discrete model and continuous model. The discrete model qualifies provincial features which have been divided to gain a visual words statistical histogram, which known as "bag of words". Then this histogram will be modeled or divided; the continuous model directly disposes these fields, which express as the standard feature collection (including colors, textures, shape and other information). The feature collection is also called "bag of features". The discrete model is more efficient, because it only disposes discrete magnitude. And it can choose and collect more features. In recent years, probability subject models which represented by probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLA) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) are widely used in computer vision fields.
Among these, LDA [7] , which develops fast in recent years, is an important method of discrete data collection modeling. For the reason LDA is a total probability-generating model, it has an ample inner structure, and can calculate with an efficient probabilistic algorithm. Moreover, LDA model is more suitable to dispose the large-scale corpus for the reason the scale of parameter space of LDA is not related to the number of training documents. The LDA model has been widely applied in many fields of machine learning and information retrieval.
In the recent years, there are several research related to image semantic information mining as follows.
Liu et al. proposed a novel approach for image region-level semantic mining. In this method, images are segmented into several parts using an improved segmentation algorithm, each with homogeneous spectral and textural characteristics, and then a uniform region-based representation for each image is built. Once the probabilistic relationship among image, region, and hidden semantic is constructed, the Expectation Maximization method can be applied to mine the hidden semantic [8] . Wang et al. proposed a method to extract semantic concepts from a large database of images effectively. The authors we tackle the problem by mining the decisive feature patterns. A decisive feature pattern is a combination of low-level feature values that are unique and significant for describing a semantic concept. Interesting algorithms are developed to mine the decisive feature patterns and construct a rule base to automatically recognize semantic concepts in images [9] . Tang et al. present an intelligent content-based image retrieval system called I-Browse, which integrates both iconic and semantic content for histological image analysis. The I-Browse system combines low-level image processing technology with high-level semantic analysis of medical image content through different processing modules in, the proposed system architecture [10] . In paper [11] , Monay et al. present three alternatives to learn a Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) model for annotated images and evaluate their respective performance for automatic image indexing. Under the PLSA assumptions, an image is modeled as a mixture of latent aspects that generates both image features and text captions, and we investigate three ways to learn the mixture of aspects. The authors also proposed a more discriminative image representation than the traditional Blob histogram, concatenating quantized local color information and quantized local texture descriptors [11] . Luo et al. present a general-purpose knowledge integration framework that employs BN in integrating both low-level and semantic features. The efficacy of this framework is demonstrated via three applications involving semantic understanding of pictorial images. The first application aims at detecting main photographic subjects in an image, the second aims at selecting the most appealing image in an event, and the third aims at classifying images into indoor or outdoor scenes [12] . At present, the computer image recognition is not able to collect the semantic feature of images. There are two difficulties: one is the lack of description method of some conceptual semantic structure; the other is the "semantic gap" in the process of mapping from the low-level image visual feature to the high-level semantic features has not been solved completely, as is to say, there's no method to map from the low-level image visual feature to the high-level semantics.
This article achieve the mapping from the image visual feature to the high-level semantics via the research on the model description of image semantic, collection method and the use of image semantic mining, and provide a new solution and an embodiment of the identification of image semantics intelligently and automatically. The current image classification is based on three aspects: image low-level feature layer, middle semantic of middle layer and high-level image semantic. The images will be modeled. Using the image low-level feature to classify images can no longer be qualified for the database classification of a large number of images. Thus the research of this article mainly focuses on the middle layer of description and modeling and the discrimination of high layer scene semantics, which including the expression of visual bag of words, middle semantic modeling and semantic identification retrieval.
II. EXPLANATION OF THE VISUAL BAG OF WORD MODEL
As the improvement of the performance of single low-level classification, the appearance such as human, sky, grass can solve the "semantic gap" between the image low-level features and high-level semantics. There are inconformity and huge diversity in the image objective visual information, which collected by the system, high-level semantic content of the image itself and the comprehension of the people who face the same picture in different environments. These inconformity and huge diversity make the so-called "semantic gap"
In the field of the computer vision, the feature of images is the important part which connects to its content tightly and has received widely attention by scholars. Image feature is formed by the obvious change of the grayscale of the local area of the image which effected by the physical and geometrical feature of the scene. The same kind of image scenes has similar distributed concepts. By establishing the areal distribution of the semantic concept, the scenes can be divided into specific semantic categories. These similar concepts are usually related to image features. How to maintain the invariance of features in the process of the expression of the middle-layer image to embody the spatial information of features and achieve the integration and compliment of local feature and global feature are the keys to the connection of the semantic gap between the low-level features and high-level semantics and the keys to the scene semantic modeling. This paper achieves classification based on semantic distribution of words with bag of words expressing images. According to the different training data of M amplitude, the word of bags will be modeled as following steps.
1) Feature point detection: detect the local interested feature point by using image rasterized way and difference of Gaussian (DoG) operator method. For the former, the interested point will be confirmed by the grid position whose size is 4×3 pixels. For the latter, some remarkable features such as corners and spots will be detected.
2) Feature description: the descriptor which maintains the scale but changes the feature is insensitive to the change of factors like scale, zoom, rotation and illumination. Therefore in the article, the SIFT operator will be used to describe the feature point. The rasterized feature point will be expressed by Dense SIFT (DSIFT). And the DoG feature point will be expressed by DoG+SIFT. 3) Vocabulary generating: two kinds of SIFT operator of the training images will be gained in Step 2. Cluster them by using k-means clustering algorithm. The central cluster composes the vocabulary of the image, V. That means at first the detecting feature points and describing features will be done, then express the image by using the   12 , , , N w w w z  bag of words.
III. THE INTERMEDIATE SEMATIC MODEL
Among images in the same category of, there exist similar concepts that are diversified because of the diversity of the content. The way to capture the similar concept and abstract them as a subject is the key to provide a further intermediate sematic description for the image. Because of the combination way of the contents in a semantic scene is unknown, it is more reasonable to use the probability-generating model for derivation. Based on the probability-generating model, the universal subject of each image is established and the image visual similarity is captured. According to the internal semantic changes of each image, the category constraint mechanism is established; the related subject model is generated. Because the initial setting value of EM in the progress of the model derivation is too sensitive, the initial value will be tested firstly to speed up the convergence based on the priori testified information of the semantic content.
IV. IMAGE SEMATIC INFORMATION MINING BASED ON LDA MODEL
The probability generating models PLSA and LDA which are often used in the image semantic research belong to unsupervised learning style, and the classifier such as KNN, SVM are often use for help to complete the final classification task. The PLSA model can not provides a probability model for the potential subject to generate documentation and is unable to produce new document definition, thus the generalization capability is poor. Base on this shortcoming the LDA model; Blei promoted the LDA model. Based on the PLSA model and the probability distribution of the hidden variable z on the hyper-parameter layer, the LDA is formed. LDA model is a hierarchical bayesian model. It uses Dirichiet distribution to describe the subject distribution, i.e., using the Dirichict conjugate testified distribution to select the hybrid subject document sample. Firstly sample a group of subject in LDA model, and based on the distribution of which each document is generated, words are produced according to polynomial distribution of each related subject. So LDA overcome the shortcomings of PLSA model, it is a complete generation model and a hybrid model to view the probability of each document as probability of random occurrence of words in the potential subject. This paper is based on the LDA model, and in the application, it also of get rid of the dependence on classifier. The maximum likelihood model comparing method is adopted to determine the semantic category of the image. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
For testing the effectiveness and accuracy of the LDA model in the process of image information mining, we had experiments on the data set of Core15k and Core130k. Core15k includes 5000 images. Each has 1~5 original mark of key words. 4500 images are used to training, and 500 are used for testing. There are 371 key words in the data set. The key words that mark more than 8 images will be chosen into the vocabulary, which includes 260 key words in total. Most semantic learning models inform the result of this data set. So using this data set can be compared with other typical method of automatic image remark. Core130k is a larger scale data set. It can solve the issues of image and word shortage in Core15k. The use of Core130k is for proving the extendibility and robustness of LDA. Core150k includes 31695 images and 5587 words, in which 90% of the images (28525 images) are used for training and 10% (3170 images) are used for testing. The vocabulary will choose the key words that mark more than 10 images. There are 950 key words in total.
LDA chooses 5 key words with the highest posterior probability as the mark result of each image, and compares them with calculating the accuracy and recall rate of every key word. The result of estimating the semantic retrieval can take MAP (mean average precision) as standard. First, every average precision (AP) can be defined as the sum of accuracy that is calculated by inquiring the location of the related images correctly. The sum will be divided by the related image number which is inquired. Then MAP can be defined as the average value of the AP which is gained by the retrieval system's inquiring for many times. So results of the MAP can estimate the performance of the whole system. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we utilize Precision, Recall and F1 as metric. The precision and recall for a given dataset is defined as follows.
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Where NF(i) and NG(i) denote the number of elements found by the proposed algorithm and ground truth ones respectively. Table 1 shows the mark performance of several of semantic learning models, and has counted the average recall rate and AP which are the result of the calculation made under the set of the two key words: one is the result under the set of 49 key words with the best performance; the other one is the result under the set of all 260 keys words.
The data in the table shows that the performance of LDA is obviously higher than other common model. It indicates that the modeling method of LDA and learning algorithm is practicable and efficient.
In the semantic retrieval of images, the inquiry of each key word can achieve the relevant AP value through calculating, so the mAP value of every key word set can be calculated. Table 2 shows several mAP value which achieved by the semantic retrieval of the common mark model. The data in the table indicates that the performance of LDA is also higher than other methods. Compared with Core15k, Core130k provides a large-scale image and semantic key words data base. In this data set, the PLSA, which performed well, and LDA will be compared. In Table 3 , from each mAP value we can see that LDA still has a higher semantic retrieval performance than PLSA. From the above all, the experiments show that the LDA model has a well stability in image semantic identification and has an upper advantage in labeling accuracy and recall rate, which decide directly the good effect of its semantic retrieval. Besides, it has an upper robustness and extendibility. To make performance comparision, we compare the proposed algorithm with the methods proposed in Paper [10] , paper [11] and paper [12] respectively. From the experimental results shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 , we can see that compared with other existing methods, our algorithm can effectively semantic information from images. The reasons lie in that the LDA model can effectively the problem of "semantic gap". To illustrate image semantic information mining results of the proposed, we show some examples of image semantic mining for Corel 5K dataset in Fig.5 . It can be seen that the proposed can accurately extract semantic information from images.
VI. CONCLUSION
The research on image semantic information is becoming the hotspot in recent years. Image information handling based on semantics plays an more important role in image comprehension and computer visual field. It has a significant practical meaning of the development of the image and video retrieval based on semantics. In recent years, the method of image semantic information mining is under research in how to jump over the semantic gap between the low-level image feature and the high-level semantics. In the process of watching from people's vision, the image semantic content can be analyzed through spatial arrangement without perceiving the target in the scene. Therefore, modeling learning scene semantics becomes the research hotspot and key point of the image comprehension and classification. The research in the article processes in the way of hierarchical images. The bonding point between the visual words and advanced semantics becomes the start of the research. With the idea of" visual word of bags modeling-semantic subject modeling-semantic classification", it takes the description of the middle-layer middle image semantic as the main research content. The image semantic information mining will lead the direction of the development for a long time. The article achieves the mapping from the image visual feature to the high-level semantics through the description of the image semantics, methods of collection and its application in image semantic mining with the image semantic information identified by the LDA. Therefore, it provides a new solution and an embodiment of the identifying image semantics intelligently and automatically.
